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What is this resource? 
 

These are student cards that can be used to practice the ordering, speaking, reading and listening of 

the English alphabet. Print these cards A4 or A3 size, laminate if possible and cut them up (1 set per 

student, or at least 1 set between pairs) 

 

How can it be used? 
Activity 1: Listen and find 

1. The teacher (or partner if working in pairs) says a letter of the alphabet (in the order of the 

alphabet) 

2. The student finds that letter in their set and holds it up in the air 

 

Activity 2: Order & Match 
1. Ask the students to put their capital letters in the correct order (on their desk in front of 

them) 

2. Ask the student to match the small letters to the capital letters 

 

Activity 3: Snap 
1. The ‘age old game Snap’ can be played using these cards in pairs or small groups 

2. Use one student’s set of the cards (small, capital and mixed) and divide them among a pair 

or group 

3. The students hold their allocated cards face down and each take turns turning one around 

and placing it in the middle of the group 

4. If 2 of the same letters are placed in the middle (on top of each other), a student will say 

‘snap’ and place their hand on the cards in the middle 

5. Whomever says ‘snap’ and places their hand in the middle first, wins! 

 

Activity 4: Teacher cards activities 
All suggested activities in the Teacher Alphabet Cards (see our website) can also be tweaked and 

students can use their cards to do the activities in pairs, small groups or as a whole class.  

 

 

 

Alphabet (A-Z) student cards 

Variation a:  

Repeat the activities above by mixing up the letters after you have done them in order 

Variation b:  

Use the letters in sections to match what you are teaching/reviewing. For example, Monday is A-F, Tuesday 

is G-L, Wednesday is M-R, Thursday is S-Z and Friday is A-Z. 
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A Aa a 

B Bb b 

C Cc c 

D Dd d 
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E Ee e 

F Ff f 

G Gg g 

H Hh h 
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i i 

J Jj j 

K Kk k 

L Ll l 
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M Mm m 

N Nn n 

O Oo o 

P Pp p 
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Q Qq 

R Rr r 

S Ss s 

T Tt t 
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U Uu u 

V Vv v 

W Ww w 

X Xx x 
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Y Yy y 

Z Zz z 
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